
2642 €/m2

For sale | Flat
Sky Garden
Jūrmala, Asari
Price

266855 €

Description

SKY GARDEN is first building named Rowan,in the
underground built car park and 48 apartments with full
Interior finish, furnished bathrooms and sanitary knots
(plumbing-Ideal Standart), built-in kitchens with AEG
household appliances and built-in cupboards in the
hallway. The new housing design concepts are based on
the historic environment and natural advantages and
synergies of design possibilities offered. Often we don't
even appreciate the natural advantages. There are many
plants that provide air, food, medicinal and other useful
resources for the well-being of the people. Complex \SKY
GARDENS\ developers have realised and taken care to
complex population can live in accordance with nature,
demonstrating the importance of Green thinking in our
lives. So complex \SKY GARDENS\ each House has its own
plant names. \SKY GARDEN\ is a residential complex with
complete infrastructure, urban city. It is the first of its kind
project in Jurmala, where developers have come to
attention all essential things about the household needs,
without which the met is unimaginable in modern man's
convenient, comfortable, everyday life, namely, healthy
food, municipal services, wellness, sports and relaxation.
Real estate in Jurmala \SKY GARDENS\ 13 residential
building complex brings together a total of 300
apartments. The modern apartments have a comfortable,
modern houses and buildings to cozy ergonomic housing
design, underground parking place of the bicycle parking
are also built with roof terraces and closed courtyards. The
first-floor apartments have fenced off terrace, from where
you may get greened yard, while the upper floor
apartment owners each own roof garden-shrubs and
sunny roof terrace. The roof garden serves as the home
and surrounding environment, its unifying theme is the
opportunity for all residents of the House roof terrace
which is shared on every roof, the original tool for private
events. On the roof installed, sharing space with a

fireplace Grill, a small kitchenette and sanitary equipped
nodes to home dwellers and their guests feel comfortable
maximum events. In this project are more flats with
different prices. In offer more flats in another new projects
from developers and private persons.

Area: 101 m2

Rooms: 3
Floor: 2



  

   

 

Floor: 2
Floors: 3
Parking: underground
Studio type: yes
Balcony: yes
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